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Petitions Examined
by Jill Olson and Dave Capp
At the rec~nt faculty meeting
there were numerous student peti·
tions requesting permission to
register for less than 14 credit
hours. The current position of the
faculty is that a full-time student
is one who carries a minimum of
14 hours subject to certain limited
exceptions discussed below.
On April 4, 197 6, the faculty
adopted the following rule, effective August 2 3, 197 6:
1. No student shall be permitted to resister in any semester
(other than summer sessions) for
less than 14 credit hours, except
that
(a) any student may credit
against this requirement up to 3
hours per semester of credits received in a prior summer session;
(b) this shall not affect the
right of first-year special minority
students to follow any options
otherwise made available to them;
(c) any student in his sixth
regular semester may credit all
earned summer session credits
against this requirement, provided
he has not credited them in a
previous semester.
2. No student shall be permitted to register in any semester for
more than 17 credit hours without faculty approval. In no event
may a student use accumulated
credit hours against the 14 hour
requirement in a later semester
except as set forth in 1(a) and (c)
above.
3. A student may graduate after
five regular semesters provided
that:
(a) he has satisfied all other
requirements for graduation;
(b) he has received at least 9
credit hours from summer session;
(c) he has enrolled in each regular semester for 14 hours or more
without using any credits from
summer session.
Therefore, the only way a student can carry less than 14 hours
is if he or she has summer school
hours to credit against the 14
hour semester requirement. For
example, a student with 6 summer
hours could apply all of them
during the sixth semester under
Part 1 (c) above provided that he
has not credited them in a previous semester. The student, of
course, must still meet the 90 hour
credit graduation requirement.
This rule, however, appears to
have some ambiguities. For instance, it is not clear under Part
l(a) above whether a student with
6 summer hours can apply 3 of
them to the fall semester and the
other 3 hours to the spring semester. A literal reading of the rule
suggests that this could be done.
Such a case has not yet come up
under this rule and it is not clear
how the rule would be applied.
Many students are under the

impression that by taking several
semesters of 16 or 17 credits they
can then apply these excess
credits to the 14 hour requirement. This cannot be done. Again,
the only way the 14 credit rule
can be reduced is by applying
summer school hours.
What limited rationale there is
for this rule and the inability of
students to apply excess credits
accumulated during regular semesters (eg., taking 17 hours) appears
to be one of economics and a
"desire" to encourage students to
attend summer school. Assume
two students A and B. Student A
takes 30 credits his first year, 34
credits his second year, and 17
credits during the first semester of
his third year. At this point, he
has earned 81 hours and needs
only 9 more hours to graduate. If
he were allowed to enroll for 9
credits during his last semester he
would pay a reduced tuition rate
of $75 per hour. He would thus
graduate having paid for 5 full
semesters plus one reduced tuition
semester.
Contrast this result with Student B. Student B takes 30 hours
during the first year, 6 hours during summer session, 30 hours
during the second year and 15
hours during first semester of the
third year. Student B needs only 9
more credits to graduate and will
be allowed to apply her summer
credits during her last semester
and take only the 9 credits. She
thus graduates paying for 5 full
semesters, one reduced semester
plus a summer session. This
amount is, of course, greater than
the amount Student A pays.
The ability to credit summer
}lours is thus a "reward" for Student B since she has paid tnore
tuition money by attending summer school. The Rule does not
allow Student A to accomplish
the same result (graduation) py
paying less money. As a final
caveat, it should be noted that
one must pay full tuition for 10
hours or more.
The faculty currently has ati Ad
!Ioc Committee on Full-Time
Students which is studying these
rules. One proposal that is being
seriously considered is to switch
from a semester tuition rate to a
per credit tuition rate. If this were
done, the economic rationale for
the rule would disappear. Both
Student A and B would pay the
same amount for 90 credits regardless of how they were earned.
Dean Meyer indicates that }le
will probably recommend to the
University administration that the
per credit tuition be adopted. If
this approach were adopted it
would necessitate a redrafting of
the current full-time student rules.
Student input on this matter is
welcome and should be directed
to your Faculty-Student Representatives or the Dean.

by Hugo Martz
Our Law School has been
operating a clinical program since
19 69, when the Indiana Supreme
Court and the four Indiana law
schools promulgated rules allowing third-year students who are
certified by their schools to represent indigent people in litigation
under Supreme Court Rule 2.1.
Initially, most students participated in state courts under the
upervision of Professors Richard
Stevenson and Seymour Moskowitz. Later, Moskowitz and Professor Ivan Bodensteiner encour·
aged students to get involved in ·
constitutional rights and federal
statutes litigation in the federal
courts. However, the clinical program was not formally "divided"
into separate State Courts and
Federal Courts Clinics until, in fall
of 197 4, Hugo Martz came to Valpo as Director of the State Courts
Clinic.
The State Courts Clinic, which
is the subject of this article, has
sixteen students presently enrolled
in a variety of settings. This year,
six interns are working for prosecutors in Porter and Laporte
Counties (i.e., in Valparaiso,
Laporte, and Michigan City). In
addition to researching law, interviewing witnesses and drafting
filings in misdemeanor and felony
cases, these interns have tried
cases in city and county courts. In
addition, prosecutor interns are
expected ' to interview one hour
per week and accept civil cases
where there is no conflict of inter-

est at the Legal Aid office in their
locations.
Ten other students operate the
Legal Aid offices in four counties:
Porter (Valparaiso), Laporte (City
of Laporte), Jasper (Welfare Department building, Rennsalaer),
and Starke (Knox) counties.
These students, who interview at
least three hours per week, handle
both
civil and criminal cases.
Typical caseloads-students carry
from four to twenty-two casesmay include defenses to suits on
notes or oral contracts, tenant
evictions, automobile accidents,
and family relations matters, such
as dissolutions of marriage, dependency and neglect cases, contempt citations for failure to
support. In Jasper and Starke
counties, where there are no fulltime public defenders, students
have been assigned by the courts
to represent indigent defendants
in serious misdemeanors such as
possession of controlled substances, and even felonies such as
burglary, armed robbery, and
attempted murder. In Laporte and
especially Porter counties, criminal cases are usually misdemeanors. Occasionally, clients may be
represented in Lake or White
County Courts; in fact, one intern
accepts cases at Gary Legal Aid.
Students are expected to handle their cases from the initial
interview until trial or other final
disposition, as by negotiation.
However, each student is supervised by an attorney on every

case, either by the in-house clinical staff, Prof. Martz and Marie
Failinger or by private attorney in
the city where the case arises or is
filed. Under Rule 2.1, supervising
attorneys are not required to be
present except in open court.
Thus, a student whose client is
about to be evicted often finds
himself/herself negotiating for an
extension over the phone, talking
to witnesses, planning a course of
action, and drafting " pleadings
without the supervisor being present. The clinical staff requires
that students have their pleadings
reviewed by the supervising attorney, and that they discuss possible
plans of action with supervisors
before making a decision, as well
as preparing for court appearances. Since a student's caseload is
often determined by who walks in
on his/her interviewing day, and
since most clinical students will
admit that no case is typical, the
staff periodically reviews each student's caseload to discuss problems and ensure that the student
is getting a variety of exp.eriences.
State clinic students also meet
once a week to discuss substantive
areas or procedures of interest to
them. For instance, last semester's
clinic classes included a mock
trial, lectures on how to file a dissolution of marriage petition, discussion of a tenant lockout case,
and a lecture on civil discovery by
Ms. Joel Levy, a private trial lawyer. In addition, state and federal
continued on pabe three
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Honor Code Needed
by John Lanning
The recent publicity given to
the dismissals of cadets at West \
Point for alleged violations of that
·institution's honor code and the
subsequent re-instatement of
many of those cadets has focused
national attention of the functioning of honor codes within the
educational process.
Writers and critics have presented numerous questions about the
effectiveness of such codes in
accomplishing their desired ends.
The fundamental questions being
raised are: Does the nature of the
institution require that it adopt a
prescribed mode of ethical conduct? How does the particular
honor code operate? Does the
honor code, as it is drafted and
applied, accomplish the desired
end of promoting the development of a code of ethics among
the student body?
In a series of articles, these
writers intend to explore this
school's honor code with these
questions in mind. This first article will investigate wh'1ther our
law school needs an hqhor code.
The very nature o the legal
profession demands e hical conduct from its memb rs. People
come to attorneys for rofessional
aid and counseling. I so doing,
they trust lawyers t
tell them
what the law is, repr sent their
interests to the greate~t extent
that the law allows, and explain

how the law operates and affects
their interests. The importance of
the moral obligation of the attorney to his client cannot be exagerated. This trust situation is one
factor that calls for ethical conduct from lawyers.
A second factor is the attorney's duty to serve as an officer of
the court. When a person is sworn
in and admitted to the bar, he
agrees to uphold the laws and constitution of his state and to
uphold the Constitution and the
federal laws and treaties. These
enactments carry the moral tones
of our society, and by becoming
an adjunct to the instruments that
apply the laws, the attorney becomes a part of that moral force.
Finally, the function that the
pro fess.i-oserves
in
society is of ethical impor
Lawyers and judges channel co troversies arising between citizens
through the designated judicial
channels thus eliminating more
damaging and disruptive methods
of resolving conflicts. They also
ad vise legislatures, when those
bodies are drafting or reforming
laws. Lawyers also advise private
parties on how to conform their
actions to the type of conduct
required by the law.
How well our profession has
fulfilled these moral commitments
may best be guaged by the esteem
given to our profession by the

general public. These polls ask
people to rank various professions
in accordance to their respect for
those professions. The legal profession is hardly ever in the top
half of these polls, and more frequently, it is found near the
bottom. More ethical conduct by
its members would be a crucial
means in raising our esteem in the
eye of the common man.
It would then follow that law
schools would have a genuine interest in promoting the ethical
development of its students in
their preparation to enter the field
of law. This development would
prepare the students to meet the
ethical demands placed upon
them in practice, and it would
serve as a catalyst to upgrade the
reputation of the entire profession
with members of the public. It
would seem that a well-conceived
and well-drafted honor code
would be well suited to that purose. Therefore, these writers feel
that an honor code system is warranted in the law school situation,
but this does not mean that any
such system functions as properly
as it should. In the following issue, this paper will explore how
our system works and examine
whether any improvements can be
made in its operation. We would
welcome any collaboration on
these endeavors by faculty members and students.
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
I thought this recent case might
be of interest to some of your
conscientious students/readers.

.Martit1 v. V. . Law Faculty
1977. Unreported
ACTION: Petition for approval to
take less than 14 credit hours.
FACTS: Towards the end of
1976, P preregistered to take 13
credit hours for the upcoming
Spring semester. No problems. P
attempted to resister for these
same 13 hours at the January
registration, but was rudely refused. She was informed that a
petition seeking faculty appoval
was necessary. P had had no prior
knowledge of the existence of
such a requirement. Petition was
duly made stating that the petitioner needed only 10 hours to
graduate and felt the lighter load
would benefit her scholastic
record.
ISSUE: Should an indigent student who is unable to afford
attending summer shoo] be given
the same preferential treatment as
a student who is able to atend
summer school?
HELD: No-Petition denied.
1. It is desireable that a student
be forced to take a course which
she neither needs or wants.
2. Such a policy will encourage
summer school attendance;
3. Is more advantageous to the
University financially;
4. And will prevent a student
from spreading his studies over an
extended period of time (i.e., six
years).
DISSENT: 1. It seems obvious
that such a result is not only
undesirable, but from a psychological standpoint is totally unconducive to scholastic achievement and personal happiness;
2. Without an attendant requirement of mandatory attendance at Valparaiso Law School
specifically, this purpose is not
met by the current policy. Students in large numbers (one
fourth of the second year class,
for example) attend Notre Dame
Law School during the summer.
Others who are fortunate enough
to reside in University cities are
able to attend school at those
institutions while living at home
and/or working. The Petitioner
took all her hours at VU and feels
that although they were not
gained during the summer, she at
least did not seek possibly advantageous grading or to avoid certain
undesirable professors. She contends that if the purpose is to
keep students here, then her petition should have been granted.
3. This is mathematically false
in three ways:
(a) P would have paid exactly
the same amount of tuition for 13
hours as she· paid for 16 hours.
(b) If P had taken 7 credit
hours at Valpo during the summer, the cost would have been
$295 (7 times $40/credit plus $15
fees). Valpo Catalog, page 43.
Then P would have been eligible
to take 6 credits this semester at a
reduced part,time student cost of
$407 ($65/cr. times 6 plus $17
fees). !d., page 25. Compare this
with the $1262 (tuition plus fees)
which P actually paid this semester. The University gained $560
more through the course of action
P chose. It seems to follow that if
one of the purposes behind the
policy is to benefit the University
financially, then P has met this
burden of proof and should be
given preferential treatment. I is
clearly incorrect to grant the
benefit to those students who
bring in lesser resources.
(c) Finally, if P had taken those
same 7 credit hours of summer
school mentioned in subsection
(b) above at another law school,
she still would have been automatically eligible to take 6 credits
this semester. In this case, the
University would have realized a
total of $407 from her, as op-

posed to the $1262 actually received. This is a $855 gain! Yet
she is still penalized !
Underlying all of this is the
harsh reality of economics. P is
financially unable to attend the
summer sessions; she must work
both a full-time and a part-time
job during the summers and receive the benefits of free roorr.
and board, in order to make ends
meet. Then during the school
year, she worked hard taking extra courses. Finally, she gets stabbed in the back for working her
tail off. In addition, the extra
course imposed on P results in her
having mandatory attendance
classes every day of the week. If
this were not so, she would have
one or two days of the week
available in which to substitute
teach. Earning capacity as well as
job interviews, etc. are cut off.
Does this type of discrimination
never end?P does not resent students in a better predicament than
her own, but does not understand
why she should be treated differently from them to the extent
that she is twice penalized.
4. The pUl'pose could be solved
quite easily with a simple requirement that reduced loads be limited to a student's last or sixth
semester.
APPEAL PENDING: None currently. When P inquired of a "reliable" office source, she was told
that there is no formal procedure
available. P suggested the possibility of an appeal to the President
of the University. She was told
that, in the speaker's opinion, the
President had better things to do
with his time than considering
such a trivial, clearly correct
(since the defense is always right)
matter and that she would do well
not to "rock the boat."
A caveat of th.e case is: Secondyear students beware! Although
similar petitions had been just
about automatically approved in
the past, they are currently being
almost arbitrarily denied-due to
an obscure change in policy last
spring. Perhaps the faculty will
delete the summer school excep·
tion this spring and you won't
find out until registration day in
the Spring of 1978.
Suzanne K. Martin

Mark Heimsoth
Law School Forum
Dear Mr. Heimsoth:
I thought I should invite your
attention to the fact that someone
your initials to the editorial which appeared in the January
28, 1977 issue of THE FORUM. I
refer to the critical comments
about the Law School method of
hiring and, in particular, to the
sentence which read: "This past
week saw (sic) this method of
hiring in operation as a potential
candidate for the Dean's position
was wisked (sic) in and out with
only a few students having the
opportunity to meet the man."
Actually there were only two
things wrong with this sentence:
the style and the content. Since
you have been responsible for an
otherwise laudable publication
(Especially the excellent caricature of one of our colleagues), I
know that some reckless imposter
wrote the editorial in question.
My purpose is to clarify the record of student involvement during
the visit of Professor Charles
Ehren.
Professor Ehren was with us on
a Monday and a Tuesday, during
which period he met with administrators, faculty, and students in a
variety of formal and informal
settings. The chairman of the
Dean-Search Committee made
arrangements for him to meet

with the student ' members of that
committee on Monday morning.
The Dean's office made arrangements for a lunch on Tuesday to
which the President of the Student Bar Association was asked to
invite representatives of the student body to meet with Professor
Ehren. To my knowledge, these
events did take place and Professor Ehren reported to me that he
was favorably impressed with
both the opportunities and the
discussions which took place. (To
my knowledge, the faculty has
not held this against him in considering his "candidacy.) It is true
we did not, as the editorial suggests, adopt the procedure followed in West German universities
of having the entire student body
vote on the candidate. (By the
way, as you conduct your investigation to discover who wrote the
editorial, this fact may offer a
clue to the identity of the culprit.
Do we have any of those West
German radicals in our student
body?)
In the last paragraph of the
editorial, the imposter recommends that the SBA get on the
ball and formulate a proposal for
student involvement, suggesting
that "if the SBA waits, it will be
too late and another year will
have passed with the students remaining as ignorant of future instructors as they have been in the
past." My only misgiving with this
counsel is the fear that its implementation might lead to the students being as ignorant of present
instructors as they are familiar
with future instructors. It might
also lead to the faculty becoming
convinced that teaching would be
a great career if it were not for
students.
Sincerely,
Alfred W. Meyer
Dean, School of Law

Dear Editor:
We need look no further than
library statistics to find that, as a
student body, we are less than
honest. According to Mr. Hess,
approximately 257 volumes worth
roughly three thousand eight hundred dollars disappeared in a one
year period ending in November.
The figures do not include Law
Review books, reporters, or statutes.
We can safely assume that our
willingness to steal translates, at
semester's end into a willingness
to cheat on exams. As law students, we are competitive by nature, accustomed to achieving,
with a considerable financial investment at stake. And so, despite
the Honor Code, we cheat. We
would do so to different degrees
under any system.
While an element of dishonesty
will probably always continue, we
should take a hard look at the
system so closely associated with
the problem-the Honor Code. In
doing so, we should remember
that very few of us are immune to
violating the Honor Code, either
intentionally or unintentionally.
The former could result from
being placed in an intense passor-flunk-out situation or from
an unwillingness to inform on
other students who violate the
Honor Code. Unintentional violations are the result of the vagueness and lack of definitions which
surround the Code.
We should remember that because of the selective enforcement
of the Honor Code-only a few
students inform on each otherthose who are charged with violations are targets for which the
Honor Court may choose to make

an example. The court, surrounded by secrecy. has considerable
powers with which to punish.
The Student Bar Association
will likely (and should) prepare a
survey by which to sample student opinion on the Honor Code.
Please consider these questions in
regard to the Honor Code. I will
be submitting them to the S.B.A.
in hopes that the S.B.A. will include them in an anonymous student survey.
1. Do you favor abolishing the
Honor Code?
2. If the Honor Code was retained, would you favor eliimination of the requirement that you·
inform on other students who you
know have violated the Honor
Code?

3. If the Honor Code was retained, would you favor limiting
exam-taking to 4 classrooms?
(Present system allows test-taking
anywhere.)
4. Would you favor more faculty supervision of exams, including
a more definite approach to the
problem when students should
stop writing?
5. Would you favor requiring
written announcements by each
professor to be posted on bulletin
boards explaining what constitutes a violation in regards to their
particular course?
6. Would you favor retaining
the system as it stands presently?
7. Have you at any time tolerated other students use of unauthorized aid?
If you have additional questions you would like to see included in the survey, please give
them to me or your S.B.A. representative.
Sincerely,
Steve King
2nd year S.B.A. Rep.

Balsa Notes
by JohB Johnson
The search may have finally
ended.
Charles A. Ehren, Jr., a visiting
scholar at Columbia University
Law School, is the faculty's
choice to occupy the decanal
throne soon to be vacated by AI
Meyer.
Brandishing extremely impressive credentials, Mr. Ehren managed to solicit a unaninnus vote
of approval from the Search for
the Dean Committee and a subsequent recommendation by the
faculty that University officaials
extend an offer. And, ..according
to Dean Meyer, the candidate has
a "reasonable time" to. accept.
Many of the law students who
met Mr. Ehren-and had the opportunity to engage in discoursefound the 44-year old former New
York law dean to be articulate
(naturally!), congenial, progressive
and surprisingly candid. Subjected
to a "no-holds barred" interviewluncheon, Ehren skillfully produced satisfactory responses to
most of the questions posed- a
talent undoubtedly acquired
through two decades of legal
training.
Keenly aware of the Law
School's financial limitations, the
prospective dnan has his eye on
expansion. He envisions an enlarged faculty, student population
and, of course, law school facility.
However, he also realizes the need
for a long- range, air-tight and
methodical _plan to achieve these
goals. In other words, the man
displayed depth-and everyone
was impressed.
Student inquiries were sharp
and probing as several immediate
needs of the Law School were
mentioned (i.e., a program for
part-time students, more qualified
professors and a placement program). Other topics included ..he
clinical program, the distant relationship existing between the Law

School and the rest of the campus
community, women law students
and the highly controversial affirmative action program.
Mr. Ehren's East Coast heritage
appears to have made him somewhat more sensitive to minority
needs than his Mid-western colleagues. Perhaps exposure breeds
awareness. Born and educated in
the New York-Pennsylvania area,
Ehren said he realizes that minorities possess certain "deficiencies"
(he could have used a "better"
word) and recognizes a need for a
limited affirmative action program. Translated, this means that
he favors special admissions procedures, but not special retention
standards.
Labelling talk of reverse discrimination and benign racial
classifications as "foolish," Mr.
Ehren believes that reasonable,
workable alternatives may be instituted to circumvent any judicial

*

determinations outlawing affirmative action programs. (He did not
get into specifics but insisted the
alternatives exist.)
In regards to the deficiencies,
Mr. Ehren maintains that a major
writing course should be required
because of "communication is the
attorneys' bread and butter" and
these skills should be perfected
during one's law shool career. He
also favors clinical participation
by second and third-year students,
but ala Jimmy Carter, fell short of
specific recommendations and
chose to remain fuzzy on the
issue. He did say that the clinic
would not be required, but felt it
"essential."
If Mr. Ehren accepts, Valpo law
students can expect a refreshing
and long-awaited surge of fresh,
innovative ideas , and objective
attitude, and a course in Environmental Law-his specialty.
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State Court Oinic

Meet the Profs

by William Murrain
Last fall Valparaiso Law School
welcomed a new part-time faculty
member, Judge James Kimbrough.
The Judge presided over our Trial
Advocacy class to the great
benefit and unanimous acclaim of
those who took the course.
Born in Selma Alabama, 4 2
year old Judge Kimbrough and his
wife Fay are the proud parents of
James III and Kelly. Judge Kimbrough completed his B.A. at Fisk
University in Nashville, Tennessee
in 1956 and was awarded his J.D.
by the DePaul University School
of Law, Chicago, Illinois in 1959.
Judge Kimbrough is also a 1964
graduate of the National College
of State Judiciaries.
JudJe Kimbrough began his le~al career in 1963 as a partner in
the Gary, Indiana law firm of
Work and Kimbrough. He tried
hundreds of felony cases d uri.1g
his association with the firm and
with the Lake County Pauper Attorney's Office. Judge Kimbrough
remained with the firm until1973
when he was appointed to serve as
Commissioner of the Lake County

Criminal Courts. He was appointed to the Lake County Criminal
Court Beach in 197 4. His judgeship was reaffirmed by the citizeas of Lake County in N0vember
1976.
Judge Kimbrough has recently
been appointed to to the Advisory
Board of the Indiana Judicial Center. He also serves as a member of
the State Board of Law Examiners
as a member of its character and
fitness committee. In 1976, he
was appointed to the Indiana Corrections Code Commission.
In addition to his extensive professional legal endeavors, Judge
Kimbrough is also a member of
the following professional and
community associations: Board of
Director of Tradewinds, Inc.,
A.B.A., Indiana Bar, Gary Bar,
Thurgood Marshall Law Association and the Indiana Judges Association. Judge Kimbrough
brings this extensive trial and judicial experience to his association
with Valparaiso University School
of Law as a professor in Trial
Advocacy.

DTPRoasts

GrOmley

Delta Theta Phi has three
events coming up that are of general interest to the Law School
community.
On Friday, February 25, there
will be a faculty keggar at the
DTP house. Law faculty, law students, and undergrads will mix it
up for an evening. Admission is
free and aU are invited.

PHONE

462-5600

LIOUORs
OJ\e.OK

-

COLDBEER

~ES<9uh.~

A DTP liquor raffle is set for
the same week-end. Tickets are 50
cents and the purchase of such a
ticket places one in the running
for three prizes: $20, $15, and
$10 gift certificates good at Trail
Inn. Hopefully, a table will be set
up in the lobby or lounge during
Chapel Break each day until the
drawing. All members are also selling tickets.
DTP will host and conduct a
Celebrity Roast of Professor
Gromley on Law Day, April Fools
Day. Admission will be $2 per
person and there will be advance
sales starting next month. This
gala affair will be held at Strongbow's and will include a cash bar.
Again, all are invited.
DTP has also decided to extend
rush through March 11 in order
that more rush events can be
scheduled. All events will be announced as they are decided
upon.

continued from page one
clinic students attended a sixweek mini-course on interviewing
and counseling clients, taught by
Ms. Caryn Doehler from the
Social Work Department, who is
participating in the Introduction
to Legal Aid this semester.
In each county in which it
operates, the State Courts Clinic
serves two basic purposes. First, it
is primarily an educational experience for third-year students.
Perhaps equally important, however, it is the only Legal Aid
office for low-income people; the
only other recourse for legal assistance is IIi vate attorneys with big
hearts or, in criminal cases, full or
part-time public defenders appointed by the court. Because
legal services given by students are
free, the bar associations have
established limits on the income
and assets of persons who may use
Legal Aid. In addition, in some
counties, the Legal Aid Committee must approve the clinic's
decision to take domestic relations matters or fee-generating
cases over $300. In Porter
County, students who are appointed on cases in county or
superior courts must be supervised
by Mr. James Tsoutsouris, the
public defender. Finally, clinical
program students are not allowed
to handle certain cases in which a
fee could normally go to a privat~ attorney, such as bankruptcies, adoptions, and probate
matters.
State Courts Clinic students
receive three hours credit per
semester for work on their cases
and attendance at clinic class, for
which they are expected to spend
at least 10 uncompensated hours
per week working on their cases.
Of course, many spend much
more time, depending on their
willingness to take on cases and
the complexity of the cases they
accept. Prerequisites for both
clinics include Evidence and Introduction to Legal Aid, which is
designed to orient students to all

Faculty Action
by Jill Olson and Dave Capp
Students have inquired about
the grading policy ·in Administra·
tive Law last semester where
points were added based on class
parti .cipation. This was a result
of a misunderstanding of current
policy which requires a faculty
member to announce such a
system before it is implemented.
The Dean announced that the
affected grades in this course will
be changed to reflect the examination grade only.
Work continues in the search
for the deanship. Charles Ehren
was recently interviewed by students and faculty for the position.
The response to Mr. Ehren was
quite favorable by all concerned.
The Dean Search Committee and
the faculty have recommended to
President Huegli that the deanship
be offered to Mr. Ehren. That
offer is currently being drafted
and will be transmitted in the near
future.
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stages of litigation, from the initial client interview to drafting
pleadings, filing motions, negotiating and finally appearance in
court. In addition, Law of the
Poor and Trial Advocacy are highly recommended; and students
invariably find it helpful to have:>
taken Family Law, Criminal Procedure, Commercial Transactions
(both semesters). Federal Practice,
a three-hour course, is now required as a prerequisite to participation in the Federal Courts
Clinic.
Currently, the faculty (Blue
Ribbon) committee is studying
several proposals to restructure
the clinical program. One proposal
would eliminate the distinction
between state and federal clinicsstudents would be encouraged to
work on both kinds of cases, with
those working primarily on federal cases required to take Federal
Practice. Another would combine
Law of the Poor and Introduction

to Legal Aid into one three-hour
substantive and procedural course
prerequisite to the clinic taught in
the spring beginning next year.
The faculty will also consider allowing students to register for two
hours per semester of clinic, or to
carry up to six hours of clinical
work a semester with approval, to
allow those students selected by
the faculty Clinical Committee to
work on cases in more depth.
Finally, the committe will study
a proposal to allow participation
in the clinic to replace the seminar
requirement.
The clinic is a collaborative
effort of faculty and students
working together which is only as
effective and meaningful as the
participants make it. Students
selected for clinic are expected to
work hard, serve their clients well
and participate in the overall planning and operation of the program. If you are that kind of person, give the clinical program
some thought.

Entropy
by Dave Heritier
I am not happy with my own
attitudes lately. I sense a creeping
hostility toward tbe body of little
irritations which I used to pass off
as "the way· it goes" but which
now seem to be just plain unnecessary crapola. The malaise
lingers and builds. Defensive randomness of the mind is the order
of the day. Perhaps because of all
that I am more aware of the ominous approach of the kind o··
unrest born of little injustices
ignored but not forgotten. More
about that, if my attitude doesn't
change, next time Doo Dah.
Marie Flanagan's letter in rhe
last issue rekindled a lot of students' interest in and displeasure
with the inequities and inadequacies of the exam/grading system. I
am becoming convinced however
that the powers that be' are eithe~
so totally insensitive to or unconcerned with the need for changes
in that syst~m that we may as well
be whistling in the wind. Once
again, I am saving my bile for
what may be my one great shot at
radicalism-coming soon in a
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FORUM near you. As many of
you are, I am more than a little
upset with the way certain Law
School affairs are being handled
these days, but my basic cowardice makes me wait until I have
enough ammunition to withstand
a counterattack before I set off
with slingshot in hand to take on
the various Goliaths. What ever
happened to good old righteous
indignatin?
The tone of this is more negative than I like, but my faith in
constructive activism through the
system has been dealt a set of
withering shots. So it goes. Nothing will change, I fear. I think that
maybe I have had too much faith.
Blind?Perhaps, but the potential/
possibility ... so sue me.
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BARD Bowlers Roll On
The BARD Bowlers, under the
leadership of Dan Wehrenberg,
boosted their record to a striking
mark of 4-0 with a 3-0 victory
over the previously undefeated
ZOO _ Coach Wehrenberg paced
the victors with a snappy 5 59
series, followed by Jim "Bumper"
Hostetler 540 . Mike Weiss' 441,
Steve "Semper Fi" Purtell 372
and Fast Lane Freddie. Simons"

Sport Shorts
Congratulation are in order to
Coach Jay Lauer and th men of
BARD, al o known in local circles
a · Costas, for their thrilling comefrom-behind victory in the Yl\1CA
League last \Vednesday night.
Down by 18 at the half, the
BARD ran off a 15-2 spurt to get
dose, finally evened the score at
63-63 and pulled away for an
86-76 win. Steve Tuuk's 33 points
paced the winners while Geoff
Wiggins added 21.
Now that victory and the victory celebration thereafter brings
us to our next problem, the ratings taken from the bi weekly
po II of roving correspondents
(i .e.-me). Following Wednesday's
big win it looked like BARD
should be either No. 1 or at least
co-leaders if the pollster wanted
to be diplomatic (that's spelled
c-h-i-c-k-e-n). However, after
watching the BARD's lackluster
performance in squeezing the
Hairy Hand, and realizing that a
couple of key Y -leaguers don't
play IM's, the number one spot in
this week's poll goes to the undefeated Hung Jury. The BARD,
with or without their secret weapon of Mrs. Wiggins, are a very

BARD
Whipped
The Hung Jury continw~d to
roll during the past fortnight,
posting victories over the SP AM
and the Law School's Incredible
Hulk to boost their record to ·0.
In their legal battle with the Hulk
on February 1st, the Jury fell
behind 11-14 at the end of the
first quarter. The Jurists' then
unleashed a scoring and defensive
barrage, outscoring the Big Green
Machine 13-0 in the second quarter for a 24-14 half-time lead. In
the second-half the Jury five built
up leads of as many asl 7 as Goose
"Garbage" Geisler controlled the
offensive boards and poured in 12
of his 13 points following a. dismal
first-half. The Hulk, however, refused to roll over and late surges
brought Raul's raiders to within
eight before buckets by Geisler
and Mike Bush salted away the
55-43 win for the Jury. Bush and
Geisler paced the winners with 13
apiece while Tim Schafer added
a like number for the Hulk. Dan
Berning was held to a season-low
of 10 by the scrappy Jury defense
while Coach Tommy "Gun" Hoffman added 9 and Jim "The Big
Bumper" Hostetler chipped in
with 8.
A week later the Jury forgot
what defense was, but in the best
style of University of Nevada-Las
Vegas, it didn't matter as Hoffman's Hustlers ran up a 7 4-43 win
over the Theta Chi SP AM. {7 4
points-That's not dull, Nolos.)
Although the losers got as close as
16-15 early in the second period
the contest was never in doubt as
the entire Jury squad broke into
the box score. Leading all scorers
was Denny Logan who dropped in
16 points without getting any
nearer to the basket than, say,
Chesterton. Goose Geisler added
12 and Hoffman 11, nine in the
first-half as the winners jumped to
a 40-25 intermission spread. Bush
and Bumper added eight apiece,
Gale Garriot chipped in six: Scott
"Boom Boom" Broman was stirling off the bench with 4, as was
Chris Hunt with the same amount.
Rounding out the scoring Chuck
"Clamps" Enseln added three and
the guy who writes Sports Shorts
had a basket.

clo.e No. 2. Moving into the
number three spot is the hardcharging, but dull, first-year squad
of the Nolo Contenderes, now
6-1. Number four goes to the rapidly aging Hulks, 5-2, while the
Hairy Hand slips to five. And last,
but not least, the Barristers, who
if they have yet won, are keeping
it a secret. (Late note-they've
one a couple.)
Question from the floor?What
happened to the Rialto Room
Rockets? Answer from the barroom floor-who cares?
Wesemann Hall Athletic Director Chris "Bald is Beautiful" Hunt
announces openings are available
for the I.M. Swim Meet. If interested contact the A.D. at school
or call 464-5875. The Hunter also
passes along the word that team
captains should begin to get softball rosters together.
Contrary to rumor, no recording contracts have been offered to
the latest Law School pop groupThe Five Forwards, a Broman's
Tuneless Wonders.
No further reports on the
(yawn) chess tourney.
If you haven't signed up already, be sure to get your name in
for a team in the Ralls Sports
Illustrated College Football
League. The game features the top
college team of 60's and you
coach them through a ten game
schedule. An early favorite-Mike
Bush with-you guessed it-Notre
Dame '66. Attempts to get Professor Gromley involved have fallen short since there is some doubt
as to whether the University of
Kentucky played football in the
60's.
Oh well, thanks for your time,
this time, 'til next time.

Racquetball
Tou111ey
THE FORUM sports page is
pleased to announce the first
round pairings for the second semester Ken Anderson Memorial (I'll
kill myself if I don't win") Never
to be Seen on Instant Replay Racquetball Tourney. First round contests will feature Denny "Loco"
Logan v. Denny Carlson, Eddie
"Off the Wall and into the Carrel"
Grafton versus Dave "Goosy"
Geisler, Tim Schafer against the
lllustrious Tournament Founder,
John Lanning meets Ron Johnston, Duncan Wainwright going
against Mick Tsanovich, Kent
Schnack versus Boo Boo Walden,
Rich Bolhouse meets Frankie
"Taco" Davilla and in the first
reported match Dapper Dan Wehrenberg edged the aging JoeSimanski 21-17,21-20.
This semester, the tournament
will feature a losers bracket (keep
'em playing Kenny) and the Ken
Anderson handicap system. Contrary to rampant rumors, Ken did
not give himself a twenty point
handicap.
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somewhat lackluster 365.
In posting their third win over
Dau II, the BARD Kegglers {not
Keggers) rolled up a 152 average
and 3-0 victory. Bumper's 216
first game total was the highlight
of the evening, and led the way to
a 555 series. Captain Wehrenberg
placed second with a 510, Wa-Wa
Weiss posted a 426, Purtell a 400
even score, and Fast Lane Fred a
395. Hang in there Freddie.

Dull Nolos
Cop a Pair
by

Tedd "Slick Pencil" Oyler

Steve King unloads a shot while Coach
jay Lauer observes in BARD's win
over the Hairy Hand.

BARD Bumps
Hairy Hand
Ahead by only a bucket after
the opening period, the BARD ran
off ten unanswered points in the
second quarter and coasted to a
48-24 victory over their classmates of the Hairy Hand. Paced
by Big Geoff Wiggins, 16 points,
and the pride of Bolll·bon, Indiana-Mike Cook with 12, the
BARD now 6-1, doubled the score
on the Furry Paws at 36-18 after
three quarters. As the fourth quarter began the Hand made a slight
run at the BARD, closing to within 36-24, but three straight buckets by Wiggins closed off any
hopes of an upset. Besides Wiggins
and Cook, Steve King and Greg
"Babs" Babcock added four apiece, Steve "Take a Picture"
Tuuk three and Bruce Pianowski
added eight. For the losers, now
4-2, Jeff Holstrom had 12, Glen
Vician 8, while former big gun
Pete Hessler and Jim "Out-ofBreath Slim" Ralls had two each.
A week earlier the Hand picked
up their fourth win with a 39-25
victory over Dau V. Glenn "The
Gunn" Vician led the victors from
Wesemann with 17 and Hessler
added 10. Nineteen of those 27
points came in the first half as. the
Hand led 20-9 behind the "steely
defense" (citing Pete Hessler on
that one) of Kramer and Holstrom. It should also be noted,
according to reliable sources, that
Butch Lauber misserl a free throw.

Hard Ct. Ladies
The Woman's Basketball squad,
or the Wesemann Ladies Law Review, will open their four game
schedule on Wednesday, February
23 when they tangle with the
Kappas. Coach Anne Bowman will
head the list of veterans along
with Mary Kaye "Flying Squirrel"
Flyke.
Although -the squad is currently
no complete, other top prospects
include "Socialite" Suz Martin,
Jill ''Cheerleader" Olsen, Deb
"Mama Spe_ghetti
Luzietti and
rookies Barb '·Bad News" Busch
and Jumping Jan Terbush. Coach
Bowman, however, is still looking
for recruits, especially since Mike
Bush and Rob Bowen failed the
physicals. Rounding out the
schedule for the ladies will be
contests with Val's Angels on
March 2, the Alphas on March 2 3,
and the Betas on March 30.

ORANGE BOWL RESTAURANT &
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Those young dull Nolo Contenderes upped their monotonous
record to 6-1 with a stirring come
from behind overtime victory on
Thursday, February 3 over the
undergrad Derelicts.
Dan Lane's 30 footer knotted
the score at 1 2-12 to end the first
half. The NC's then moved out to
a seemingly safe 20-14 thirdquarter lead. However, a quick
spurt by the Derelicts at the beginning of the fourth-quarter
pulled them into a 20-all tie. Both
teams then settled down to a waiting game and only scored 2 points
each over the last 4 minutes of
regulation play.
'In the overtime, the Derelicts
scored first and the NC's countered with a lay-up by center
Bruce Van Heukelen. The undergrads scored agian to put the pressure on the first-year lawmen, but
Lane hit another long jumper to
knot the score with a little over a
minute left in the game.
The Derelicts missed their next
scoring opportunity, the dull NC's
grabbed the rebound and called
time to set up the last shot. Working the clock down from 43 seconds to a mere 6 seconds, the
NC's got a clutch rebound tip-in
from Van Heukelen to set the
final score at 28-26.
The refs were not finished yet,
though. Continuing their marvelous display of ineptness, they gave
the Derelicts at least two seconds
of extra time in which to make

their final shot attempt. Fortunately, for justice, the shot was no
good and right has once again
triumphed over wickedness.
Van Heukelen topped all
scorers with 10 and was helped by
Ken Anderson with 8, Dean Zakos
with 6, and Dan Lane with4. The
victory gave the Nolos sole ownership of second place in their
league.
With one game left on their
schedule, the young, dull Nolo
Contenderes are virtually assured
of a play-off spot. They took a
giant step in that direction Thursday night by overcoming a lethargic group performan~e in beating
the Schafers 26-22.
The weary appellant-riddled
team played barely well enough to
beat a very bad team.. Clutch
board work by Lou Fisher off the
bench, even though he couldn't
buy a bucket, and overall team
depth saved the first-year squad.
After falling behind early, the
NC's switched to a tough man-toman to hold the Schafers to but
12 points over the last three
quarters in the come-from-behind
victory. Kurt Armstrong canned a
technical free throw to give the
future lawyers a 13-12 half-time
lead that they never relinquished,
finally pulling away the overwhelming victory margin in the
dosing minutes of the contest.
Bruce Van Heukelen once again
led the scoring parade with 10
points. Dean Zakos added 6 and
Dave Valentine, 4.
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